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BUILT-IN OVEN
FIT
THE
WORLD
IN YOUR
HOME!

LARGE CAPACITY



The choice is yours!

BOV-891 SERIES
BOV-892 SERIES
BOV-893 SERIES

Introducing the Newal oven range.
Whatever kind of cook you are, we have a range of
smart and stylish built-in ovens for you to choose from. 



Get ready to race with the pros!
Our cooking solutions strive to
allow home cooking to produce
restaurant quality food every time.

Perfect results
at your fingertips.
Whether you’re designing a new kitchen or
you are simply updating one of your appliances,
we have a wide variety of cooking products
available to you to choose from.
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TThe fan works inside of the oven to
circulates and distributes warm air to 

cook food in a short of time.

The grill covers the whole of  oven 
cavity, this helps to heat wide area

as possible

The half grill option allows you to focus 
on a small part of food and which 
helps you to not have to heat the

whole food.
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0,76
kWh / cycle*

By using energy-saving 
home appliances, you save

valuable resources as 
well as money.

That’s why you should
consider low energy values

when you purchase a
home appliance.A

ENERGY
CLASS



All of our ovens have a cooling fan which is
active whilst cooking to ensure the front
glass and handle stay cool to the touch 

during cooking.

The cooling fan will activate under any
cooking mode over zero degrees.

The cooling fan will continue to run
while the oven detects warm

air in the cavity.

COOLING
FAN



We have halogen lights across the range for better light inside the oven,
allowing you to see how food is cooking without the need to open the door.

OVEN
LIGHT



Rotisserie ovens are one of the best ways to cook food,
resulting in delicious, moist meat every single time. 

They're one of the most popular ways to cook chicken especially,
giving you moist and flavorful chicken breast with consistency.

ROTISSERIE
FUNCTION



Cooking is as easy as the push  of a button.
With our oven you  won’t get a hand cramp setting the dial.

Our pop out dial makes setting the oven as easy as you want it!
Our control dials can be pushed in when your appliance isn't being used,

offering a smooth and harmonious blend with your kitchen cabinets.

PUSH-IN POP-OUT CONTROL DIALS



4 Tray carrier, with its side shelves, provides the
connection of your oven with the tray and makes it safer. 
ou can safely use this product, which is resistant to high

temperatures, for many years.  Thanks to these side shelves,
you can increase the usage rate of your oven.4 TRAY CARRIER




